We study the distributed message-passing model in which a communication network is represented by a graph G = (V , E). Usually, the measure of complexity that is considered in this model is the worst-case complexity, which is the largest number of rounds performed by a vertex v ∈ V . While often this is a reasonable measure, in some occasions it does not express sufficiently well the actual performance of the algorithm. For example, an execution in which one processor performs r rounds, and all the rest perform significantly less rounds than r , has the same running time as an execution in which all processors perform the same number of rounds r . On the other hand, the latter execution is less efficient in several respects, such as energy efficiency, task execution efficiency, local-neighborhood efficiency and simulation efficiency. Consequently, a more appropriate measure is required in these cases. Recently, the vertex-averaged complexity was proposed by [13] . In this measure, the running time is the worst-case average of rounds over the number of vertices. Feuilloley [13] showed that leader-election admits *
INTRODUCTION 1.Background
We operate in the static, synchronous message passing model of distributed computation. In this model, an n -vertex graph G = (V , E) is given, where the vertex set V represents the set of processors and the edge set E represents the set of communication lines between processors in the underlying network.
All processors operate in parallel, where they can pass messages of unbounded size to their neighbors in constant time, over the communication lines.
Also, we assume, in the static model, that no addition or deletion of vertices or edges is performed. Every algorithm in this model operates in synchronous rounds, where all vertices start simultaneously in round 0, and each vertex v ∈ V starts the i + 1-th round only after all vertices have finished the i-th round.
The most important problems studied in this model include the problems of vertex coloring, edge coloring, finding a maximal independent set (also known as MIS) and finding a maximal matching (also known as MM). (See Section 2 for the definitions of these problems.) Many studies have been conducted since the mid 80's to try and find efficient distributed solutions to these problems. Notable early studies include [1, 12, [15] [16] [17] [20] [21] [22] ].
Motivation
According to the worst-case complexity measure, the running time of an algorithm is the number of rounds of the processor that is the last one to terminate. Even if n − 1 vertices terminate after just a single round, and the remaining n-th vertex performs n rounds, the running time is n. According to this measure, exactly the same running time is achieved in the scenario where each of the n processors perform n rounds. The former scenario, however, is significantly better in several respects. First, the overall energy consumption may be up to n times better. This is because the most significant energy waste occurs during processor activity and communication. On the other hand, once a processor terminates, it does not communicate any more, and does not perform local computations. Consequently, in a network of processors that are fed by a common energy source, the former scenario may be n times more energy efficient, although it has the same worst-case running time as the latter one.
Another advantage of the former scenario is in improving the running time itself, for a majority of the network processors. One example of such an improvement, is a task that consists of a pair of subtasks A, B that are executed one after another. It would be better to execute task B in each processor once it terminates task A, rather than waiting for all processors to complete task A. This may result in asynchronous start of the second task, which requires more sophisticated algorithms, but significantly improves the running times of the majority of processors.
Yet another example of the benefit of the former scenario is in simulations of large-scale networks. These are commonly used for Big Data Analysis, as well as for efficiently executing algorithms on big graphs [4] . In such algorithms, a distributed execution of a large-scale network is simulated by a smaller number of processors, or just by a single processor in some cases. Consequently, a single processor has to simulate all rounds of a large number of vertices. In this case, minimizing the sum of the number of rounds of all vertices is much more important than minimizing the maximum number of rounds of a vertex. By minimizing this sum, the overall number of rounds a processor has to simulate may be significantly smaller. Consequently, a complexity measure that takes into account the sum of rounds is of great interest. Specifically, the vertex-averaged complexity is the sum of rounds of all n processors divided by n.
Current Results on the Development of Distributed Algorithms with Improved Vertex-Averaged Complexity
Research in the field of distributed computing conducted since the 1980's, and until a few years ago, has focused mainly on the analysis of the time complexity of the developed algorithms in the worst-case scenario. On the other hand, during the past few years, several studies have been published, presenting new distributed algorithms with no improvement in the worst-case scenario, but a significant improvement in the average-case scenario ( [13, 25] ). In our review of related work, we will focus on [13] . In [13] , the model is static, like the model used for analysis in this paper. Also, the running time of a vertex for a certain algorithm A is defined in one of two ways, which the author shows to be equivalent. We use a measure based on one of these definitions. The definition is as follows. The average running time of an algorithm is computed by summing up the running time of all vertices in the input graph and dividing the sum by the number of vertices in the graph. This measure of average running time is called by the author the complexity of an ordinary node, or node-averaged complexity. More formally, let there be a graph G, an algorithm A and let ID denote the set of legal ID assignments. Then, the abovementioned measure of average running time is defined as
, whereT (G) denotes the average running time of the inspected distributed algorithm for a graph with n vertices, V (G) denotes the set of vertices of the graph G, and r G, I, A (v) denotes the number of rounds until a vertex v terminates in the execution of algorithm A on G with ID assignment I .
In [13] , the author mainly studies the average time complexity of algorithms on cycles and other specific sparse graphs. For the problem of leader election on cycles, the author showed the following positive result. There is an exponential gap between the vertex-averaged complexity, which is O(log n), and the worst-case time complexity, which is O(n). However, for other problems, such as 3-coloring a cycle, the author shows the vertex-averaged complexity cannot be improved.
Our paper employs the first definition of [13] with a slight difference. Once a vertex has finished executing an algorithm and has decided upon a final output, it sends the output once to all its neighbors and terminates. In subsequent rounds, the vertex performs no further local computation or communication. For an algorithm A, we denote this time complexity measure, the vertex-averaged complexity of algorithm A.
Open Questions Left by Existing Research
Despite some positive results obtained by the author of [13] , it remained open for general graphs, for the above-mentioned important graph-theoretic problems, whether an improvement can be achieved in terms of vertex-averaged complexity. This is the subject of our paper.
Our Results and Comparison with Previous Work
Our first result is an O(a)-forests-decomposition with O(1) vertex-averaged complexity. The arboricity a is the minimum number of forests that the edge-set of a graph can be partitioned into. For many important graph families, such as planar graphs, graphs that exclude any fixed minor, and graphs with constant genus, the arboricity is bounded by a constant. For graphs with constant arboricity, we devise deterministic algorithms for MIS, maximal matching and (2∆ − 1)-edge coloring with a vertex-averaged complexity of O (log * n). It was shown in [10] that any algorithm for O(a)-forests-decomposition, for a = O (1), requires Ω(log n) rounds in the worst-case. Therefore, our results demonstrate that various problems have vertex-averaged complexity that is significantly lower than the best possible worst-case complexity. This is interesting, in view of the result of [13] that coloring rings (that have arboricity 2) with a constant number of colors has the same vertex-averaged and worst-case complexities. Moreover, prior to our work, the best known vertex-averaged complexities of the discussed problems were the same as the worst-case ones. Thus, our results significantly improve the performance of the algorithms.
Our results also apply to non constant arboricity. In this case, for deterministic algorithms, we have an additive term betweenÕ( √ a) and O(a) in the vertex-averaged running time. (See tables 1, 2 for a detailed description of the running times of the various algorithms of ours.) We note, however, that our algorithms do not incur an additional factor of O(log n) in the running time. On the other hand, this factor is unavoidable in the worst-case analysis in problems such as O(a)-forests-decomposition [10] .
In addition, we devise deterministic vertex coloring algorithms that are a function of a, n and possibly also of a parameter k. Two of these algorithms compute an O(a 2 log n)-coloring in O(1) vertex-averaged complexity, and an O(a 2 )-coloring in O(log log n) vertex-averaged complexity. A generalized algorithm, computes an O(ka 2 )-coloring in O(k log * n+ log (k+1) n) vertex-averaged complexity, where log (k ) n is the iterated logarithmic function for k iterations. Even more generally, for graphs with maximum degree ∆, we devise a scheme that reduces a worst-case solution with f (∆, n) time to a solution with a vertex-averaged complexity of O (f (a, n) ). This works for any problem that satisfies that a partial solution to the problem can be extended to a complete solution. (See Section 5 for more details.) We note that the aforementioned graph families with constant arboricity have unbounded maximum degree. Consequently, the resulting running time that depends on a, rather than on ∆, is significantly better. Moreover, we do not incur additional logarithmic-in-n factors if they are not present in f (∆, n). This is in contrast to worst-case analysis which necessarily incurs O(log n) factors in some problems, as explained above.
While all above-mentioned results are deterministic, with a guaranteed vertex-averaged complexity bound, we also devise some randomized algorithms in which the bounds hold with high probability. (This probability is 1 − 1 n c , for an arbitrary large constant c.) In particular, our analysis of (∆+1)-coloring of general graphs results in a vertex-averaged complexity of O(1), with high probability. In addition, we compute O (a log log n)-coloring with O(1) vertex-averaged complexity, which is of interest when the arboricity is significantly smaller than the maximum degree.
Our results are obtained using structures that eliminate in each round or phase a constant fraction of vertices from further participation in the algorithm. These vertices finalize their results, and terminate. Consequently, the number of active vertices in each round or phase decays exponentially as the algorithm proceeds. Consequently, the vertex-averaged number of rounds or phases is O(1). (This is because the sum of rounds or phases performed by all vertices during the algorithm is O(n).) In particular, the number of vertices that are active for a long period of time is very small, roughly O n 2 i , where i denotes the number of rounds or phases. Tables 1-2 compare previous work with results obtained in this paper. We note the following. The time bound of each randomized algorithm holds with high probability. Also, the time complexity of all results of previous work is a worstcase time complexity measure. However, no algorithms with better vertex-averaged complexities have been previously devised, to the best of our knowledge. The time complexity of results of this paper presented in the tables is a vertexaveraged complexity measure. In addition, the parameters δ ,ϵ
Number of colors
Our vertex-averaged time Previous running time (worst case) O (a log log n) O(1) (Rand.) Ω log n log log n (Det.) [10] O (a log n) (Det.) [10] O log 2 n (Rand.) [6, 10] [8, 9] O(a + a ϵ log n) (for MIS) (Det.) [7, 8] and η denote an arbitrarily small positive constant, "(Det.)" denotes "Deterministic" and "(Rand.)" denotes "Randomized".
Omitted Proofs
Due to space constraints, some proofs in the paper have been omitted or shortened. The full proofs can be found in the extended version of the paper, on arXiv, at https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.09861.
PRELIMINARIES
The k-vertex coloring problem, sometimes referred to in short as "graph coloring", is the problem of assigning each vertex of an undirected graph a color, such that no two adjacent vertices share a color. In addition, at most k different colors may be used. The problem of k-edge coloring is the problem of assigning each edge a color from a set of k different colors, such that each pair of edges which share an endpoint are assigned different colors. The problem of finding a maximal independent set in a graph is a problem, where given an undirected graph G = (V , E), one needs to find a subset I ⊆ V such that no edge exists that connects any two different vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ I and for each vertex u ∈ V \ I , if u is added to I, then I ∪{u} is no longer an independent set. The problem of finding a maximal matching in a given graph G = (V , E) is the problem of finding a subset of edges E ′ ⊆ E, such that for each pair of different edges e 1 , e 2 ∈ E ′ , the two edges have no shared endpoint (vertex), and the addition of any edge e from E \ E ′ to E ′ will result in the set E ′ ∪ {e} no longer being a matching.
We call a vertex that has not yet finished executing a given distributed algorithm an active vertex. Accordingly, we call a vertex that has finished executing a given distributed algorithm and no longer takes part in it, an inactive vertex.
is the number of edges in E incident on v. When the graph G is clear from context, we simply write ∆. Also, given a graph G = (V , E) and a subset of vertices V ′ ⊆ V , we denote by G(V ′ ) the subgraph of G induced by V ′ .
BASIC TECHNIQUES 3.1 Procedure Partition
In this section we present a basic building block that is used by many of our algorithms. This is an algorithm devised in [10] (See also chapter 5 in [6] ). The worst-case running time of the algorithm is O (log n). In this section, however, we demonstrate that its vertex-averaged complexity is significantly better, specifically, it is O(1). The algorithm is Procedure Partition, which receives as input an undirected graph G = (V , E), the arboricity a of the graph and a constant 0 < ϵ ≤ 2 and produces as output a partitioning of the graph's vertices into ℓ = ⌊ 2 ϵ log n⌋ disjoint subsets H 1 , H 2 , ..., H ℓ such that every vertex v ∈ H i has at most A = (2 + ϵ) · a neighbors in the set ℓ j=i H j . We call each subset H i an H -set. Procedure Partition is a subroutine in Procedure Forest-Decomposition (also presented in [6] ), which partitions the edges of an input graph into O(a) directed forests. Procedure Forest-Decomposition is in turn used as a subroutine in additional algorithms presented in [6] for the symmetry-breaking problems defined in Section 2.
In Procedure Partition, all vertices are active at the start of the algorithm's execution. Every vertex with at most A neighbors in the i-th round of the algorithm's execution joins a subset of vertices H i and becomes inactive. It is shown in [6] that each vertex v ∈ V eventually joins some subset H i , becoming inactive.
It is also shown in [6] that the algorithm has a worst-case running time of O(log 2+ϵ 2 n) rounds. Let n i denote the number of active vertices in the input graph G in round i (1 ≤ i ≤ log 2+ϵ 2 n) of the algorithm's execution. The following upper bound on n i that is provided in [6] is useful for our analysis.
Proof. According to [6] , in each round i of the algorithm's execution, for 1 ≤ i ≤ log 2+ϵ 2 n, at least ϵ 2+ϵ n i vertices with a degree of at most (2 + ϵ) · a join H i simultaneously, subsequently becoming inactive. The result follows easily.
Also, let RoundSum(V ) denote the sum of rounds of all vertices in V in the execution of Procedure Partition. (For each vertex we count the number of rounds from the start until it terminates, and RoundSum(V ) is the sum of all these values over all vertices in V .) We observe that if a certain vertex v ∈ V was active in rounds 1, 2, ..., i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ log 2+ϵ 2 n then it adds 1 to the value of each of the terms
n i . We present and prove an upper bound on RoundSum(V ) within the following lemma.
Proof. The result follows by applying Lemma 3.1 to RoundSum (V ) and computing the sum of the respective geometric series.
If we take the value of RoundSum(V ) given in Lemma 3.2 and divide it by n, we obtain the following theorem. The result of Theorem 3.3, contrasted with the O(log n) rounds worst-case running time of Procedure Partition, implies that Procedure Partition can serve as a building block in algorithms for the solution of the symmetry-breaking problems defined in Section 2, which have improved vertexaveraged complexity.
We note that throughout this section, and the rest of the paper, we assume that the arboricity of the input graph is known to each vertex. For graphs whose arboricity is unknown, there are standard reductions from the case of unknown arboricity to the case of known arboricity, such as Procedure General-Partition in [10] .
Composition of Procedure Partition and Another Distributed Algorithm
Let us define an algorithm C consisting of ℓ = O(log n) iterations as follows. In each iteration 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, we perform two steps. The first step is to execute a single round of Procedure Partition, producing a new H -set H i . The second step is to have each vertex v ∈ H i and these vertices only execute an auxiliary algorithm A on the subgraph G(H i ) induced by H i . Also, let T A denote the worst-case running time of algorithm A. From these definitions and Theorem 3.3 the following corollary follows.
Corollary 3.4. Let C be an algorithm as above. Then, algorithm C has a vertex-averaged complexity of O(T A ) rounds.
Proof. We prove the corollary by deriving an upper bound of O(n · T A ) on the sum of rounds of communication carried out by all vertices of V , similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.2, and by dividing the upper bound by n.
It is important to note that though the ℓ executions of A are carried out sequentially on each H -set H i , and not on all H -sets in parallel, the vertex-averaged complexity of C is still O(T A ).
DETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS
Vertex-Averaged Complexity
In this section we present an average-time analysis of Procedure Forest-Decomposition devised in [10] . The algorithm receives the same input as Procedure Partition and returns a partitioning of the graph's edges into at most A = O(a) disjoint forests. This partitioning is also called an O(a)-forestsdecomposition of the graph's edges. As for the structure of the algorithm, it first invokes Procedure Partition with its required input. Then, the algorithm orients each edge that connects vertices in different H -sets towards the vertex in an H -set with a higher index. Each edge connecting vertices in the same H -set is oriented towards the vertex with the higher ID value. Finally, each vertex v, in parallel, labels each of its outgoing edges arbitrarily, each with a different label from the set {1, 2, ..., d out (v)}, d out (v) being the outgoing degree of v. This produces the desired result in O (log n) rounds in the worst case, as shown in [10] . We improve the vertex-averaged complexity of the procedure as follows. Immediately upon formation of each subset H i in the i-th iteration of Procedure Partition's main loop, we orient each edge in the subset towards the endpoint with the higher ID. Simultaneously, we orient each edge between a vertex v ∈ H i and a vertex u v not yet belonging to any subset, towards u (since u will join a subset H j for j > i). Afterwards, we label the edges the same way as in Procedure Forest-Decomposition. We denote the devised algorithm by Procedure Parallelized-Forest-Decomposition. The following theorem summarizes the properties of Procedure ParallelizedForest-Decomposition. Proof. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] .
An O(a 2 log n)-Coloring in O(1)
In this section we employ Procedure Arb-Linial from [10] (that is based on [19] ), that colors a graph with a given O(a)-forest-decomposition using O(a 2 log n) colors. In general, the procedure first computes an O(a)-forest-decomposition within O(log n) time, and then computes this coloring within O(1) time. But, given an O(a)-forest-decomposition, computing this coloring from it requires just 1 round. The procedure used in the second step of Procedure Arb-Linial, to compute an O(a 2 log n)-coloring from a given O(a)-forestdecomposition, will be henceforth referred to as Procedure Arb-Linial-Coloring. Procedure Arb-Linial-Coloring takes as its input an O(a)-forest-decomposition of a graph containing n vertices, where each vertex in the graph is colored using its own ID value and produces as output an O(a 2 )-coloring of the input graph. (Actually, we will execute only one step of the procedure that transforms an n-coloring into an O(a 2 log n) coloring. In general, the procedure consists of O (log * n) steps. Each of the O(log * n) steps transforms a current p-coloring into an O(a 2 log p) coloring, for a positive integer p. Then another single round is executed to reduce a current O(a 2 log a)-coloring into an O(a 2 )-coloring.) Our algorithm proceeds as follows. We execute Procedure Parallelized-Forest-Decomposition. In each of the ℓ = O(log n) iterations of the main loop of the procedure, we perform two steps. The first step, as before, is to form an H -set H i and to decompose the edges of G(H i ) into O(a) forests. The second step is to color the vertices of the current subset H i using O(a 2 log n) colors using a single round of Procedure Arb-Linial-Coloring.
We present and prove the correctness and vertex-averaged complexity of the devised algorithm in the following theorem. Theorem 4.2. For an input graph G = (V , E) with arboricity a, the devised algorithm achieves an O(a 2 · log n)-coloring in a vertex-averaged complexity of O(1) rounds.
Proof. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] .
We note that the best currently-known algorithm requires Ω log n log log n time in the worst case for computing an O(a 2 log n) coloring from scratch. Theorem 4.2 implies the following corollary. 
An O(a 2 )-Coloring in O(log log n)
In this section we devise an algorithm for O(a 2 )-coloring that consists of two phases. The first phase lasts for O(log log n) rounds, while the second phase lasts for O(log n) rounds. However, most vertices of the input graph terminate within the first phase, and so the average running time per vertex of the algorithm is only O(log log n). The algorithm proceeds as follows.
In the first phase, we execute Procedure Parallelized-ForestDecomposition for t = ⌊c ′ log log n⌋ iterations of its main loop, for c ′ = log 2+ϵ 2 2. This invocation constructs H -sets H 1 , H 2 , ..., H t , and orients and labels the edges with at least one endpoint in subset H i , once H i has formed, for iterations i = 1, 2, ..., t. Once t sets have been formed, we run Procedure Arb-Linial-Coloring for O(log * n) rounds on them.
This results in O(a 2 ) colors, rather than O(a 2 log n) when the procedure is executed just for a single round. Then we assign each vertex in the t first H -sets formed so far a color ⟨c, 1⟩ where c is the color assigned by Procedure Arb-LinialColoring. This completes the first phase of our algorithm.
In the second phase, we continue running Procedure Parallelized-Forest-Decomposition until every vertex has joined some H -set. Then, we run Procedure Arb-Linial-Coloring for O(log * n) rounds again on the sets H t +1 , H t +2 , ..., H ℓ . Finally, we assign ⟨c, 2⟩ as the final coloring for each vertex in subsets
We analyze the devised algorithm in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.4. The devised algorithm properly colors the input graph using O(a 2 ) colors.
Proof. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] . Lemma 4.5. The vertex-averaged complexity of the devised algorithm is O(log log n).
Proof. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] . Theorem 4.6. The devised algorithm properly colors an input graph using O(a 2 ) colors with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log log n) rounds.
We note that the devised algorithm can be generalized to produce an O(ia 2 )-coloring within O(i log * n + log (i+1) n)
vertex-averaged complexity. This result is described in the following theorem. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] .
Theorem 4.7. For i = 1, 2, ..., one can compute an O(ia 2 )-coloring within O(i log * n + log (i+1) n) vertex-averaged complexity.
O(a 1+η )-Coloring in O(log a log log n)
In order to obtain an O a 1+η -vertex-coloring algorithm with an improved vertex-averaged complexity, we devise a new algorithm based on Procedure Legal-Coloring from [7] . For an appropriate value of a parameter p, Procedure LegalColoring Produces an O(a 1+η )-coloring in O (log a log n) time.
(See Corollary 4.6 in [7] .) We denote the last mentioned algorithm, which produces an a 1+c -vertex-coloring for an arbitrarily small constant c > 0, as Procedure One-Plus-EtaLegal-Coloring(G, c).
We define a slightly modified version of Procedure Arbdefective-Coloring from [7] . Our version receives as input two integers k, t, as in the original procedure, and an additional argument, which is a partitioning of the input graph's vertices into h H -sets H = {H 1 , H 2 , ..., H h }. We henceforth refer to this modified version of Procedure Arbdefective-Coloring as Procedure H-Arbdefective-Coloring. The procedure computes an
The running time depends on the number of H -sets in H , rather than on log n, as in the original procedure.
We now present the algorithm for the main result of this section. First, we define some notation. We denote the devised algorithm as Procedure Arb-Col (G, i, a) , where the arguments of Procedure Arb-Col are as follows. The argument G is a graph the algorithm receives as input, i is an index given to the graph, to track the current depth of the recursion, and a is the arboricity of G. The algorithm begins by invoking Arb-Col (G, 1, a) , where G is the original input graph, and a is the arboricity of G.
Also, every vertex v ∈ V begins with an "empty" color string, consisting of 0 characters, and to which additional characters can be appended. We now describe the steps of Procedure Arb-Col.
Arb-Col(G, i, a)
(1) Let C be a sufficiently large constant.
(a) Compute a partition of V into the H -sets [7] and add the prefix '1' to each resulting color. (ii) For j = 1, 2, ..., q in parallel: Invoke Arb-Col(G j , i + 1, ⌊a/C⌋), and add the prefix ′ 2j ′ to each resulting color. We describe the properties of the devised algorithm in several lemmas and a theorem. Due to space constraints, the proofs of the lemmas and the theorem are omitted from the current version of the paper. The proofs are available in the full paper [2] . The following lemma implies the correctness of the devised algorithm. The following lemma provides the number of colors employed by the devised algorithm.
Lemma 4.9. For a graph G = (V , E), Procedure Arb-Col colors V using O a 1+η colors, for an arbitrarily small constant η > 0.
The vertex-averaged complexity of the devised algorithm is provided in the following lemma. Lemma 4.10. For an input graph G = (V , E), Procedure ArbCol colors the vertices of V with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log a log log n) rounds.
The following theorem summarizes the properties of Procedure Arb-Col. Theorem 4.11. Procedure Arb-Col computes a proper O a 1+η -vertex-coloring of an input graph G = (V , E) with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log a log log n) rounds, for an arbitrarily small constant η > 0.
SOLVING PROBLEMS OF EXTENSION FROM ANY PARTIAL SOLUTION IN IMPROVED VERTEX-AVERAGED COMPLEXITY 5.1 General Method
In this section we define a class of problems we name problems of extension from any partial solution. Also, we devise a general method for converting an algorithm for a problem from this class with a worst-case time complexity of f (∆, n) to an algorithm with a vertex-averaged complexity of O (f (a, n) ). We begin with some definitions.
Definition 5.1. Suppose we are given a graph G = (V , E) and a problem P. Then P is a problem of extension from any partial solution, if for any subgraph H ′ = (V ′ , E ′ ), V ′ ⊆ V , E ′ ⊆ E, with a proper solution S ′ to P, there exists an algorithm A that can compute a solution S for P on G without changing the solution S ′ for H ′ .
We refer to such an algorithm A as an algorithm for a problem of extension from any partial solution.
We observe that the main symmetry-breaking problems the paper deals with, vertex-coloring, MIS, edge-coloring and maximal matching, are all problems of this class. We now present a general method to convert an algorithm which solves a problem of extension from any partial solution with a worst-case time complexity given as a function of ∆, n to another algorithm for the same problem, with a vertexaveraged complexity given as a function of a, n.
Theorem 5.2. Suppose we are given a problem of extension from any partial solution P and an algorithm for a problem of extension from any partial solution A for solving P with a worst-case time complexity of f (∆, n). Then, there exists an algorithm A ′ for solving P with a vertex-averaged complexity of O (f (a, n) ).
Proof. We prove this theorem by presenting a general method to convert algorithm A to a different algorithm A ′ as described. Suppose that our algorithms are invoked on some input graph G = (V , E). The conversion method accepts as input algorithm A and, if necessary, an additional algorithm B. Algorithm B is a general notation for an algorithm that is used in the case of problems, where a label needs to be assigned to each edge, such as edge-coloring and maximal matching. If an algorithm is used as algorithm B, we require that it satisfies several properties. This is better clarified in the following outline of the produced algorithm A ′ .
Algorithm A ′ performs ℓ = O(log n) iterations. In each iteration 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ, it invokes algorithm A on G (H i ). If there is no need to invoke algorithm B, then by definition of A, the solution computed so far for G ∪ i j=1 H j is proper. Otherwise, for i ≥ 2, at this point, edges crossing from H i to ∪ i−1 j=1 H j will remain unhandled. Therefore, we invoke the input algorithm B. We require algorithm B to satisfy the following properties. First, algorithm B needs to satisfy that at the end of its execution, the solution computed so far for P, on G ∪ i j=1 H j is proper. Second, its worst-case time complexity needs to be O (f (a, n)), to help obtain the improved vertexaveraged complexity. Lastly, to help obtain the improved vertex-averaged complexity, algorithm B must be executed only by the vertices of H i . Examples of the usage of an algorithm B can be found in Section 5.2. Next, for each 1
We define the steps of the conversion method more formally as follows: First, we prove the correctness of this general method. Namely, we prove that algorithm A ′ computes a proper solution for P, on G.
In each iteration i of the main loop of algorithm A ′ we invoke algorithm A on G (H i ). Also, according to the definition of A, we do not change the partial solution computed so far on the subgraph G ∪ i−1 j=1 H j . If there is no need to execute an algorithm B, the solution computed so far for G ∪ i j=1 H j is proper, by the definition of algorithm A. Otherwise, for i > 1, we invoke algorithm B on the subgraph induced by the edges {u, v}, such that u ∈ ∪ i−1 j=1 , v ∈ H i . By the definition of algorithm B, at the end of the execution of algorithm A ′ , the solution produced so far for P, in G ∪ i j=1 H j is proper. It easily follows that the solution produced at the end of the execution of algorithm A ′ for P on G is proper, as required.
We now prove that algorithm A ′ has a vertex-averaged complexity of O (f (a, n)). As explained in Section 3.1, for a subgraph G (H i ) of G for some H -set H i , for any vertex v ∈ H i it holds that the degree of v is O(a).
Therefore, the execution of algorithm A in each iteration of the main loop of algorithm A ′ has a worst-case running time of O (f (a, n)). Also, if we invoke some procedure as algorithm B, its worst-case time complexity is by definition O (f (a, n) ). Therefore, it follows from Corollary 3.4 that the vertex-averaged complexity of algorithm A ′ is O (f (a, n) ), as required.
Applications to Specific Problems of Extension from any Partial Solution
In this section we present several corollaries. Each of the corollaries presents an application of Theorem 5.2. Due to space limitations, the proof of each corollary is omitted from the current version of the paper. It is available in the full paper [2] . The first corollary describes the properties of an algorithm for (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring with improved vertex complexity, based on Theorem 5.2 and an algorithm from [14] . Corollary 5.3. For a given graph G = (V , E), the vertices of V can be colored using ∆ + 1 colors with a vertex-averaged complexity of O( √ a log 2.5 a + log * n) rounds.
The next two corollaries describe the properties of an MIS algorithm, based on Theorem 5.2 and a reduction from MIS to (∆ + 1)-coloring, as in Section 3.2 of [6] .
Corollary 5.4. For a graph G = (V , E), an MIS can be computed for G with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(a + log * n) rounds.
Corollary 5.5. On graphs with constant arboricity, an MIS can be computed with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log * n) rounds.
The next two corollaries describe the properties of an algorithm for (2∆ − 1)-edge-coloring, based on Theorem 5.2, and based on the (2∆ − 1)-edge-coloring algorithm of [23] .
Corollary 5.6. For an input graph G = (V , E), it is possible to deterministically compute a (2∆ − 1)-edge-coloring with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(a + log * n) rounds.
Corollary 5.7. For an input graph G = (V , E) with arboricity a = O(1), one can deterministically compute a (2∆ − 1)-edge-coloring of the edges of E with a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log * n).
The next two corollaries describe the properties of an algorithm for maximal matching, also based on Theorem 5.2 and an algorithm from [23] .
Corollary 5.8. For an input graph G = (V , E), a maximal matching can be computed for the edges of G with a vertexaveraged complexity of O(a + log * n) rounds.
Corollary 5.9. For an input graph G = (V , E) with a known arboricity a = O(1), an MM can be computed within a vertex-averaged complexity of O(log * n) rounds.
RANDOMIZED ALGORITHMS 6.1 Overview
In this section we present randomized algorithms that achieve an improved vertex-averaged complexity with high probability. In contrast to deterministic algorithms, for which a guaranteed upper bound exists on the average number of rounds per vertex required in any execution, it is not guaranteed for any randomized algorithm that an upper bound for its vertex-averaged complexity will hold for any single execution, but such an upper bound can be shown to hold with high probability.
A Randomized (∆ + 1)-Vertex-Coloring in O(1) Vertex-Averaged Complexity
In this section we analyze the vertex-averaged complexity of the randomized algorithm for (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring presented in Section 10.1 in [6] as Procedure Rand-Delta-Plus1. This is a variant of Luby's algorithm [21] . In this algorithm, in each round, each vertex v ∈ V for an input graph G = (V , E) first draws a single bit b from {0, 1} uniformly at random. If the bit drawn is 0, the bit is discarded and then v continues to the next round. Otherwise, v draws a color uniformly at random from the set {1, 2, ..., ∆ + 1} \ F v where F v is the set of final colors selected by neighbors of v. If the color chosen by v is different than the color chosen by each of its neighbors which also chose a color in the current round, and also different than that of each of its neighbors which decided upon a final color in a previous round, then v declares the color chosen to be its "final color", sending a message to its neighbors announcing it. Then, every neighbor u of v that has not decided upon a final color yet, updates its list of "final colors" F u accordingly, adding the color chosen by v. We present and prove the following claim about the algorithm's vertex-averaged complexity.
Theorem 6.1. One can compute a (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring of an input graph with maximum degree ∆, within a vertexaveraged complexity of O(1) rounds, with high probability.
Proof. The proof is based on an exponential decay of active vertices, as long as their number is above a certain threshold. Once the threshold is reached, the number of remaining vertices is sufficiently small, so their addition to the average complexity is negligible. The full proof is available in [2] . Therefore, the vertex-averaged complexity of this known algorithm is O(1) rounds only, and the achieved coloring employs at most ∆ + 1 colors as is already presented in [6] . Moreover, the algorithm is still proper as we have not modified the algorithm in this analysis in any way. This result is far superior to any currently known worst-case time result for (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring, according to [3, 5] .
Additional Randomized Algorithms with Improved Vertex-Averaged Complexity
In this section, we devise a new randomized algorithm based on the randomized (∆ + 1)-vertex-coloring algorithm of Section 6.2, and based on a method similar to that used in the algorithm of Section 4.3. Due to space constraints, we only describe its properties in a theorem, and the proof can be found in the full paper [2] .
Theorem 6.2. The devised algorithm colors an input graph G with arboricity a using O(a log log n) colors with a vertexaveraged complexity of O(1) rounds, with high probability.
